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ABSTRACT
The past decade has witnessed the rapid development of cloud computing and data-centric applications. While these innovations offer
numerous attractive features for data processing, they also bring
in new issues about the loss of data ownership. Though some encrypted databases have emerged recently, they can not fully address
these concerns for the data owner. In this paper, we propose an
ownership-preserving database (OPDB), a new paradigm that characterizes different roles’ responsibilities from nowadays applications
and preserves data ownership throughout the entire application.
We build Operon to follow the OPDB paradigm, which utilizes the
trusted execution environment (TEE) and introduces a behavior
control list (BCL). Different from access controls that merely handle accessibility permissions, BCL further makes data operation
behaviors under control. Besides, we make Operon practical for
real-world applications, by extending database capabilities towards
flexibility, functionality and ease of use. Operon is the first database
framework with which the data owner exclusively controls its data
across different roles’ subsystems. We have successfully integrated
Operon with different TEEs, i.e., Intel SGX and an FPGA-based implementation, and various database services on Alibaba Cloud, i.e.,
PolarDB and RDS PostgreSQL. The evaluation shows that Operon
achieves 71% - 97% of the performance of plaintext databases under
the TPC-C benchmark while preserving the data ownership.
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1

INTRODUCTION

For the past few decades, database management systems have been
evolving towards superior capabilities (e.g., efficiency, availability
and scalability) [3, 11, 22, 42, 45, 61, 66] to cope with the surge of
digital activities and data volumes. In contrast, practical techniques
for database security have witnessed relatively less significant advances, where access control, file encryption, database audit have
become de-facto standards [17, 19] that protect the database from
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unexpected accesses and external attacks. In conventional settings,
a database system shall run in a private domain, and the system
owners (as well as administrators) inherently have full access to the
data inside. However, recent trends have overturned the assumption
and brought new security issues.
The issues mainly come from two fundamental changes. The first
one is the widespread adoption of cloud computing. Notice that,
although nowadays cloud systems are able to offer many attractive features (e.g., pay-as-you-go model, multi-region availability),
they break the private domain assumption. This outsourced infrastructure could be compromised by insiders (e.g., co-tenants or
rogue staffs from the cloud). In particular, anyone with privileges
(or physical access [35]) on that server can look into the databases
and cause data breaches, which is out of customers’ control. The
second one is that the data-centric revolution has complicated the
data management in applications. More specifically, the data needs
to flow between different processing components, each of which is
probably controlled by a different entity (e.g., internal sub-divisions,
business partners, and independent software vendors). Once the
data flow into others’ subsystems and databases, it is no longer under the control of the original data owner, leading to a contradiction
between the utilization and the ownership of sensitive data.
On the surface, the above issues appear merely to be a confidentiality problem of database systems. To this end, several encrypted
database systems have been built by both academia and industry,
while most of them focus on protecting the confidentiality of sensitive data in outsourced databases. They either exploit special
cryptographic primitives [13, 29, 49] to support data manipulation
directly over ciphertext [12, 38, 50–52] or use trusted execution
environments (TEE) [20, 37] to operate on sensitive data in an isolated enclave inaccessible from the rest of the host [2, 6, 27, 30, 39,
47, 53, 62, 65]. However, due to functional limitations, only a few of
them are commercialized, e.g., SQL Server Always-Encrypted [2].
Moreover, an even more fundamental problem has rarely been
considered: existing solutions assume that the authorized endpoint
directly interacting with the database is trusted and can touch sensitive data, which is hard to achieve in application subsystems hosted
on the cloud or controlled by other entities.
Deep down, the above issues come from the loss of data ownership, where simply extending prior systems with data confidentiality protection is insufficient. Concerning this, we propose a new paradigm for the encrypted database. We name it ownership-preserving
database (OPDB), with which the data is not even revealed to any
subsystems and the data owner exclusively governs data accessibility. In a nutshell, all sensitive data remains in ciphertext wherever
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• We propose the OPDB paradigm and achieve it using BCL.
It is the first database solution with which the data owner
can exclusively control its sensitive data across multiple
subsystems and entities (Section 3).
• We build Operon to implement the above solution with TEE.
By co-designing the server-side system and client-side SDK,
Operon completes and extends database capabilities towards
flexibility, functionality, and ease of use (Section 4).
• We analyze the security and privacy aspects of Operon,
making a solid foundation for data owners to outsource
data processing to other entities (Section 5).
• We discuss practical application scenarios and evaluate
the performance of Operon. The result shows that Operon
achieves 71% - 97% of the performance of plaintext databases
under TPC-C, while preserving the data ownership (Section 6 & 7). Operon has commercialized on Alibaba Cloud
through RDS [16] and DataTrust [15] services2 .
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Figure 1: Illustration of supporting the OPDB with Operon.
Data owners use their keys (differently colored) to protect
data against any application processes or databases. Operon
only performs permitted operations (i.e., by BCL) within TEE.
it appears (e.g., in the memory of application/database server processes or on the disk) and only the data owner can decrypt the
data. Compared with the existing data owner - service provider
model [33, 34], by adding a separate data manipulator role, OPDB
brings data ownership into control. When an entity (e.g., a business
partner) needs to process or utilize the sensitive data in its business
logic, the data owner only needs to grant it access to necessary
operations that are adequate to complete the task using cipher
processing capability in an OPDB instance. With OPDB, sensitive
data can be securely passed and processed across different entities’
subsystems and databases, which significantly reduces the risk of
data abuses and leakages throughout the entire process.
This paper presents Operon1 , the first framework we built at
Alibaba Cloud that follows the OPDB paradigm. From its core,
Operon utilizes TEE to re-establish the private domain assumption.
To prevent application system owners from compromising data
ownership, Operon introduces a behavior control list (BCL), which
extends conventional system-oriented resource access control with
the control of data operation behaviors, decoupling data ownership
and system ownership. To the best of our knowledge, Operon is the
first database framework with which the data owner exclusively
controls the accessibility and behaviors of sensitive data, even when
the data has passed through many entities’ untrusted subsystems.
Figure 1 shows an example of supporting OPDB with Operon.
The design and implementation of Operon face two challenges.
First, since different entities and cloud may have diverse infrastructures, a flexible architecture is necessary to make Operon performs
as the basis of the OPDB paradigm across all subsystems, and to
adapt to different database systems and TEEs. As a solution, Operon
adopts a modular architecture and acts as a feature enhancement to
existing database systems. We have successfully integrated Operon
with different TEEs, i.e., Intel SGX and an FPGA-based implementation, as well as various database services on Alibaba Cloud, i.e.,
PolarDB [11] and RDS PostgreSQL. Second, since real-world applications always involve rich database functionalities (e.g., mix-typed
expression, connection pool, client driver) beyond basic operational
primitives, Operon should also provide corresponding functionalities while preserving data ownership. Note that existing encrypted
databases mostly focus on cipher processing primitives, short of
fully-functional database support. Operon uses a set of server-side
and client-side co-designs to address this challenge.
In summary, our major contributions are as follows:
1 OPE-ron

2

PRELIMINARIES AND OVERVIEW

In this section, we first brief the preliminaries about trusted execution environments and our threat model. We then provide an
overview of Operon’s workflow using entities in Figure 1.

2.1

Trusted Execution Environments

A Trusted Execution Environments (TEE) provides a secure area
called an enclave that helps to secure applications in untrusted
environments where the host might conduct malicious or curious
actions. Typically relying on special hardware support, TEE implementations are available on various platforms, such as Intel
SGX [20, 46], AMD SEV [37], ARM TrustZone [43], RISC-V Keystone [41], as well as chip-based IBM 4758 [26] and FPGA-based
AEGIS [56]. Though they are slightly different in either features or
security assumptions, Operon only relies on their common features,
including execution isolation, remote attestation and data sealing.
TEE requires the application to be divided into two memoryisolated parts, i.e., trusted and untrusted, where the untrusted part
runs as an ordinary process, and interacts with the trusted part
inside the enclave through the prescribed interfaces (e.g., ECall).
Besides execution isolation, TEE also provides remote attestation
(RA) that allows the client to verify the authenticity of an enclave
and its loaded code/data on a remote host. It also facilitates the
establishment of a secure channel between client and enclave, with
which the data owner can safely pass over its secret keys. Furthermore, hardware-dependent data sealing enables the enclave to
securely persist its internal data on the host, by deriving a sealing
key from the hardware identity and loaded binary. Hence, only the
original enclave on the original machine can read back its sealed
data, preventing the data from malicious access.
For any TEE, a small trusted computing base (TCB) is always preferred, especially for a small loaded library, as it is more robust and
can be exhaustively examined. However, this limits the complexity
of the supported ciphertext operators. In addition, frequent-andshort invocations of the enclave will result in significant context
switch overhead (e.g., Intel SGX ECall is about several microseconds [24]). Hence, the choice of TCB is extremely vital to Operon.
2 Currently,

here stands for Ownership-Preserving Encrypted database.
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Operon is only available in China regions.
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Figure 2: Detailed workflow of an electronics manufacturer using a cloud-based human resource management service (the top
half of Figure 1). Data remains in ciphertext except the two secure endpoints: the manufacturer itself and the Operon enclave.

2.2

Threat Model

Operon aims to ensure that the data owner can exclusively control
the ownership (i.e., confidentiality, accessibility, and behavior) of
its sensitive data fields hosted by untrusted entities’ subsystems
and databases. We target a strong adversary (e.g., a third-party service provider) that has privileged access to the OS and database
of any machines for all involved subsystems. It could not only
monitor the content of resources (e.g., memory, disk and network),
but also tamper with the execution logic. However, the adversary
cannot access enclaves. More specifically, data and execution inside an enclave are protected for confidentiality and integrity. The
communication between the enclave and host (e.g., invocations of
ciphertext operators) is still exposed to the adversary. We exclude
TEE side-channel attacks [48, 60], since these vulnerabilities are
mostly implementation-specific and we can easily switch to more
secure TEEs when needed (e.g., Intel SGX leaks memory access
pattern but FPGA-based TEEs do not).
Note that we do not pursue strict indistinguishability of ciphertext and corresponding operators, since it usually results in unacceptable performance overhead [27, 47]. Instead, we provide operational data confidentiality similar to prior work [2, 4, 52, 57] —
what the adversary learns is a function of ciphertext operations
that the data owner allows performing. For example, a compare
with plaintext result will reveal the order information of ciphertext
to the adversary. Since only necessary operations are granted, we
can significantly reduce the risk of data abuses and leakages. In
Section 5.3, we will analyze privacy leakage of operations in detail.

2.3

Examples of Operon’s Workflow

We zoom in the top half of Figure 1 to demonstrate how Operon
utilizes TEE to preserve data ownership against other entities. In
this example, an electronics manufacturer (i.e., DO) uses a human
resource management system (HRMS) to manage its organization,
but worries that the HRMS provider (i.e., DM) might obtain and
sell its sensitive human resource data. The HRMS provider further
chooses to use a CSP (i.e., DP) to host its application, and also worries that its data might leak from the cloud side. The responsibilities
of DO, DM and DP will be discussed formally in Section 3.1.
Figure 2 illustrates Operon’s overall workflow for the example.
Suppose that the electronics manufacturer wants to find the average
salary of all salesmen whose length of service (i.e., los) is more
than two years. With the salary and los fields encrypted, the
company first prepares the ciphertext “2” using Operon SDK ( 1 ),
and then sends “sales” and ciphertext “\xA2E3” to the HRMS ( 2 ).
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The HRMS then embeds ciphers into the query template “SELECT
AVG(salary) FROM EM_Employee WHERE post = ? AND los >
?” and outsources the final query to Operon hosted by CSP ( 3 ). In
Operon, most stages of the query execution are as usual, such as
query parsing, execution planning, table lookup, and filtering on
position attribute ( 4 ). However, part of the expression evaluation is
performed in the enclave by comparing the ciphertext (e.g., “\xA2E3”
and “\x9CE8”) via a compare operation, and those salary values
from qualified records (e.g., “\xD65A”) are averaged via an average
operation ( 5 ). The final result “\x311C” is then securely sent back
to the company ( 6 - 8 ), and gets decrypted by Operon SDK ( 9 ).
To let Operon process ciphertext, DO needs to issue BCL (Section 3.2) and share secret keys to the enclave via a secure channel
(Section 2.1). Hence, in the entire workflow, only two endpoints,
i.e., DO and Operon’s enclave, are able to obtain the plaintext data.

3

DATA OWNERSHIP MANAGEMENT

The data ownership discussed in this paper means that the data
owner should exclusively control the accessibility and behavior
of its data in whichever subsystems the data appears. Existing
encrypted database systems fail to protect data ownership during
the entire business process. Even though they have successfully
provided confidentiality protection to sensitive data hosted by thirdparty entities, existing systems require that the client-side process,
which interacts with the server-side encrypted database, can access
the plaintext of sensitive data during query preparation and execution [2, 30, 51, 52, 62]. That is to say, the application subsystem
(probably hosted on the cloud or controlled by other entities as
discussed in Section 1) can still obtain sensitive data.
Preserving data ownership during the entire business process
needs additional design restrictions to databases. In this section,
we start by presenting the paradigm derived from analyzing the underlying requirements of ownership-preserving data management.
It puts a lot of demands on the database beyond data encryption.
Then, we show Operon’s solution of implementing the paradigm,
by leveraging TEE to control the behavior of data processing.

3.1

Ownership-Preserving Database Paradigm

We now propose a new paradigm of an encrypted database named
ownership-preserving database (OPDB), which by its own can preserve data ownership across all entities’ subsystems and databases.
The data owner only needs to trust the design and implementation
of an OPDB, and no additional protections are required against
other subsystem owners or application logic.

3.1.1 OPDB paradigm principles. The key to making the OPDB
paradigm effective is to ensure that a system implementing the
paradigm always preserves data ownership. Thus, at its core, the
OPDB paradigm proposes three principles.
Principle 1: An entity can not access the sensitive data content
without the data owner’s authorization. This principle guarantees
the content of all sensitive data remains inaccessible wherever
it appears in other entities’ subsystems or databases (e.g., in the
memory of application/database processes or on the disk). This
principle can be simply met by encrypting the data with its owner’s
secret key before sending it out to any entity.
Principle 2: An entity can only conduct authorized operations on
sensitive data without knowing its content. This principle permits
the data owner to authorize other entities to manipulate the data,
separating data ownership and application logic. As this principle
prevents other entities from knowing the data content, the authorized entity cannot perform operations that reveal the data property
knowledge (e.g., relative orders of different data items).
Principle 3: An entity can only use authorized operations to learn
properties of sensitive data. This principle enables full-featured data
processing by authorizing necessary data properties to other entities (e.g., order property for building tree-based indexes).
With the above principles, we can safely pass and process sensitive data across different entities’ subsystems and databases, while
granting access to only necessary operations to preserve the data
ownership. This significantly reduces the risk of data abuse and
leakages throughout the entire business process.
3.1.2 Operators and measures. As above principles suggest, OPDB
strictly differentiates operations that leak nothing (Principle 2) and
those that return specific properties (Principle 3). We name operations under Principle 2 and Principle 3 as operator and measure,
respectively. The term measure is borrowed from quantum computing, where measuring a qubit collapses its state. Likewise, in OPDB,
after an operation under Principle 3, the data owner permanently
shares the returned data property with the authorized entity.
More specifically, measures may reveal a limited degree of information (i.e., property), but significantly facilitate the application
execution. For example, a database may need relative data orders
to build tree-based indexes or perform range queries; a business
partner may need hashed identity to associate two records. To
support various business processes and allow the data owner to
grant restricted capabilities to an entity, the measure, as well as the
Principle 3 it is designed to achieve, are indispensable for OPDB.
3.1.3 OPDB roles and responsibilities. OPDB paradigm abstracts
out three roles: 1) Data Owner (DO), who owns the data and wants
to utilize data in its business activities. It exclusively controls data
accessibility and behaviors. 2) Data Manipulator (DM), who determines (alone or joint with DO) the purposes and means of data
processing. It develops the software (i.e., subsystem) to manipulate
the data. 3) Data Processor (DP), who processes data on behalf of
DM. It provisions infrastructural resources to run the subsystem
and host the OPDB. These roles are similar to those defined in
GDPR [59], but are derived from a different perspective: OPDB defines roles based on the rights and dependency over data ownership,
while GDPR abstracts from the task separation in data processing.
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The three roles cannot be further simplified as the abstraction
reflects different responsibilities related to operators and measures.
In general, the DO grants the DM operators and measures based on
the application logic, and the DP enforces authorization while executing the operators and measures. Without the DO/DM separation,
a DO cannot utilize third-party data processing applications while
preserving data ownership, which suffers the limitation of existing
encrypted databases. According to our threat model (Section 2.2),
the DO neither trusts DM nor DP. However, without the DM/DP
separation, a DO cannot gain the benefits of enjoying various services (i.e., provided by DM) and trusting only a compact system
(i.e., inside TEE enclaves hosted by DP) at the same time. In other
words, instead of expanding the trust to a DM, OPDB, by design,
keeps it untrusted and ensures the DO is aware of the potential
data leakage through the DM’s processing logic.
In the real world, there are many examples of the above roles: a
DM might be an internal sub-division or a business partner; a DP
might be an on-premise datacenter or a cloud service provider. An
entity might have multiple roles, e.g., in Figure 1, the e-commerce
platform is both DO and DM as it owns platform data and provides
transaction services to merchants (e.g., electronics manufacturer).

3.2

Data Behavior Control and Processing

Although leveraging cryptographic data encryption is sufficient to
achieve the first principle of OPDB (Section 3.1), the second and
third principles lead to additional requirements beyond data encryption: while the former demands for decoupling data ownership and
operator processing, the latter depends on a fine-grained control of
measure to preserve data ownership across multiple entities.
Access control list (ACL) is a canonical solution that allows an
issuer to grant the access permission of particular objects he owns
(e.g., protected data, network interface cards) to a subject. However,
this traditional approach is insufficient in our context. With ACL,
the issuer (i.e., DO) has to allow the subject (i.e., DM and DP) to
access the particular data encryption keys for data decryption. Once
such access is granted, the data becomes out of the issuer’s control.
Instead, Operon proposes a behavior control list (BCL), which, on
top of basic ACL concept, further controls the behavior of data (e.g.,
cannot be viewed but is only allowed to participate in comparisons).
TEE is used to validate the authenticity of the BCL, as well as
enforce the defined data behaviors, so that Operon can ensure data
ownership throughout the entire workflow process.
3.2.1 Ciphertext operators and measures. The BCL controls primitive cipher operations to perform information flow control (IFC) [5,
9, 10, 63]. Formally, we can define a cipher operation FUNC as
FUNC {𝑐,𝑝 } : 𝐴 × 𝐵 × · · · → 𝑅,
where arguments (i.e., 𝐴, 𝐵, etc.) may belong to different DOs, and
the subscript 𝑐 or 𝑝 respectively denotes FUNC returns 𝑅 in ciphertext
or plaintext. According to OPDB, FUNC is an operator if and only if
the subscript is 𝑐 and all arguments have the same DO; otherwise,
whenever the subscript is 𝑝 or the arguments come from multiple
DOs, FUNC is a measure. Thus, for instance, EQUAL𝑝 represents an
equality measure that returns plaintext, while ADD𝑐 can be either a
measure or operator based on its argument composition.

Data Processor (DP)

Table 1: BCL Specification
Field
ver
serno
type
i_id
s_id
a_src
i_dek
s_dek
prep
ops
postp
r_dek

Value
<version>
<uuid>
GRANT|REVOKE
<puk-id>
<puk-id>
NULL|ISSU|ISSU_SUBJ
[{<min>,<max>},...]
[{<min>,<max>},...]
NULL|MASK|FPHASH|...
[NULL|<op>,...]
NULL|MASK|FPHASH|...
NULL|SUBJ|<dek>

Cloud Service Provider (CSP)

Enclave

Description
# omitted fields

BCL specification version no.
BCL rule serial number.
Either grant or revoke ops.
Issuer’s public key ID.
Subject’s public key ID.
Argument source restriction.
List of issuer’s DEK ranges.
List of subject’s DEK ranges.
Arg. preprocessing method.
List of cipher operations.
Result postprocessing method.
Result DEK, NULL for FUNC𝑝 .

a_src:
i_dek:
s_dek:
prep:
ops:
postp:
r_dek:

ISSU_SUBJ
[{45,INF}]
[{-1,INF}]
MASK_TAIL2
[ADD_C]
NULL
SUBJ

lval = dec_ck(lop, i_dek, 45, INF);
rval = dec_ck(rop, s_dek, -1, INF);
lpre = mask_tail2(lval);
rpre = mask_tail2(rval);
sval = lpre + rpre;
spos = sval;
res

BCL Rule

= enc(spos, s_dek);

BCL-Enforced Cipher Addition

Figure 3: Illustration of how BCL enables the addition of data
from two DOs. To preserve data ownership, the last two digits
of the operands are masked before addition.

3.2.2 Behavior control list. Operon BCL implements the behavior
control by defining and enforcing a list of operational tasks to be
included in the BCL. To maximize ownership management flexibility, besides restricting data encryption key (DEK) and cipher
operations, participating DOs can also negotiate preprocessing and
postprocessing actions on data before and after the operation, respectively. Table 1 provides the abstraction of BCL specification.
Notice that the preprocessing and postprocessing actions are required to be format-preserving (e.g., format-preserving hashing that
generates the hash value of the same type) to retain the operation
semantics. To allow authorization under key rotation (Section 5.1),
BCL accepts DEK ranges instead of individual DEKs, and uses -1
and INF to denote unrestricted lower and upper boundaries.
One or multiple DOs can utilize BCL to authorize cipher operations. For a single DO, BCL helps the DO to configure for a richer
operation set, or achieve a lower leakage by enforcing result encryption or disabling operations (i.e., specifying REVOKE for type). For
multiple DOs, BCL enables a DO to grant measures (i.e., specifying
SUBJ for r_dek or adding FUNC𝑝 to ops) to other DOs, while restricts information leakage with preprocessing and postprocessing
actions. Figure 3 illustrates a simplified version of how BCL enables
the addition of data from multiple DOs within TEE, ignoring the
steps to find DEKs and match BCL rules.
3.2.3 Issuing BCL. For security considerations, issuing a new BCL
requires both the issuer and the subject to sign it with their private
keys. When a BCL only involves a single DO, the DO only needs to
sign it once as the issuer. The DO can either manually sign the BCL
through command line with system utilities (e.g., OpenSSL), or call
the corresponding function provided by SDK. Once issued, BCL is
checked and enforced by Operon, and will not further involve the
issuer DO in subsequent query processing. The detailed BCL issuing
procedure and its security analysis are discussed in Section 5.2.
Existing literature has proposed numerous access control models,
such as role-based access control (RBAC) and organization-based
access control (OrBAC). As they perform batch authorization according to different target classification rules, BCL considers the
problem from another perspective by performing operational behavior control to meet ownership requirements. To support those
batch access control models, we can extend BCL with a virtual DO
that represents multiple actual DOs, which is left as future work.
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3.2.4 Database-compatible default BCL. The FUNC𝑝 and FUNC𝑐 return results of different data types (i.e., plain or cipher type). To
avoid ambiguity, only one of them can be configured as the default
cipher operation to database operators. Consequently, targeting
to minimize modification on the database system, the default BCL
setting of Operon makes a trade-off among security, compatibility
and the TCB size. For example, given that equi-join utilizes Booleantyped equality test results to instruct execution engine, disabling
EQUAL𝑝 and configuring EQUAL𝑐 as default operation will inevitably
lead to a large TCB size and complex logic within TEE. Operon
thus enables EQUAL𝑝 and configures it to be the default equality
operation for all cipher types.
Formally, Operon enables a cipher operation FUNC𝑝 and configures it to be the default operation if and only if the operation FUNC
is involved in control flow decisions. In other words, the default
configuration of Operon enables condition measures (e.g., EQUAL𝑝 ,
LIKE𝑝 ) and sets them as default, while leaving the rest of operations
as operators (e.g., ADD𝑐 ) with corresponding measures disabled. To
further preserve data ownership, a DO can still explicitly call FUNC𝑐
(e.g., equal_c(a,b) that returns enc_bool result) and disable the
corresponding FUNC𝑝 measure through BCL, at the cost of sacrificing feature richness. In general, BCL allows the DO to configure the
privacy level of Operon, where the privacy level of other systems
(e.g., CryptDB [52]) can be imitated through this configuration. The
default configuration of Operon follows the convention of enabling
server-side filtering [2, 62]. The full operation set, the default system
configuration and the corresponding privacy leakage (discussed in
Section 5.3) are presented in Table 2.

4

SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Recall that in the OPDB paradigm, the DP and DM are responsible
for provisioning infrastructural resources and developing the software to manipulate the data, respectively. Their demands for database systems are different from the DO. The DP needs a flexible and
less-intrusive system architecture to provide a consistent and stable
user experience across a variety of environmental specifications
(Section 4.1). The DM is most concerned with the database functionalities that facilitate application development. Hence, Operon
should make its new functionalities (e.g., ciphertext operators and
measures) easy to use, while making itself compatible with the
way conventional plaintext databases are used (e.g., connection
pool). This is achieved by a co-design of server-side and client-side
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Figure 4: The Operon server-side architecture. The components of the Operon database extension consist of the extension, the scheduler, and the computation modules.
architectures. From the server side, Operon supports built-in key
management (Section 4.2), connection pool and parallel processing
(Section 4.3), type system for mix-typed cipher expression evaluation (Section 4.4), as well as indexing (Section 4.5). From the client
side, Operon provides an SDK for explicit data encryption and decryption, as well as a driver that performs automatic handling of
ciphertext, implementing the same interface as JDBC (Section 4.6).

4.1

Server-side Architecture

The Operon’s architecture reflects a joint consideration from the
system’s perspective: it protects primitive operations using TEE,
and relies on the conventional database system outside the enclave
to execute queries and store secured data. By carefully choosing the
boundary between the trusted and untrusted parts, Operon implements OPDB with restricted TCB size, while achieving both easy
product integration and seamless database feature compatibility.
4.1.1 Flexible architecture for easy integration. The naïve solution
of putting the whole database into the enclave has two drawbacks:
1) it does not implement the OPDB paradigm; 2) it results in the
dilemma of TCB (Section 2.1). Hence, as Figure 4 shows, Operon’s
server-side architecture consists of three components, i.e., the adaptor, the scheduler, and the computation modules. Only the computation module resides in the enclave, while the adaptor and scheduler
modules execute together with unmodified conventional database
system (e.g., query parser and execution engine) and may be eavesdropped. This architecture makes Operon easy to adapt to various
TEE and database implementations. We have built Operon with
Intel SGX and an FPGA-based TEE, and integrated it into database
systems like PolarDB and RDS PostgreSQL on Alibaba Cloud.
The computation module is the key to re-establish the private
domain assumption. Since the module runs inside the enclave, it is
protected against memory and execution attacks. Operon only puts
minimal functionalities into this module, including the BCL, data
operators, and measures, as well as required cryptographic primitives and caches. Benefiting from its simplicity, all the operations
in this module can complete without nested interactions with the
scheduler. Apart from the security guarantee, the simplicity of the
computation module also improves the architectural flexibility. For
example, to support an FPGA-based TEE plugged on PCIe, we only
need to implement the computation module’s interface with the
arguments complying with the flat memory model. As the computation module code remains the same for different TEEs, Operon
ensures consistent behavior on various specifications.
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The adaptor and the scheduler improve the architectural flexibility from another angle, i.e., ease for adapting to various databases.
As different systems may have different methods of extending their
functionality, the adaptor is responsible for connecting databases
to the scheduler, and shielding the scheduler from system-specific
functions, such as query execution and logging. Similarly, The
scheduler abstracts the operations provided by Operon, and shields
the extension module from implementation details (e.g., the parameter of ECall). Furthermore, apart from behaving as a wrapper of the
computation module, the scheduler also executes those operations
that do not involve the enclave (e.g., deducing operation signatures).
4.1.2 Database feature compatibility. Operon is designed to operate
as a database extension. Apart from allowing easy integration, with
the help of default BCL (Section 3.2), Operon also leads to a stable
user experience, which is critical for cloud products. The extension
only routes primitive cipher operations to Operon, keeping the rest
of the database execution workflow intact. For functions requiring
to access internal database tables (e.g., key management in Section 4.2), the Operon extension interacts with the tables through a
standard SQL interface. Subsequently, existing products can add
Operon support without in-depth feature compatibility inspection.
More specifically, the majority of database features (e.g., replication and recovery) are inherently compatible with Operon, as
they perform data-content-independent manipulations. For clauses
such as JOIN, ORDER BY and GROUP BY, benefit from the fact that
the execution engine accomplishes them with primitive operations,
Operon supports them without further mechanism beyond default
BCL. To co-exist with high-availability deployment, Operon operates on read-only replicas by forwarding the write SQL, i.e., MEK
sealing (Section 4.2), to read-write replicas. Only those features
involving cipher operations may require additional efforts, e.g.,
Operon implements parallel processing and connection pool with
stateless computation (Section 4.3) and adapts to ETL tools using
client SDK and OpeJDBC (Section 4.6).

4.2

Key Management

The server-side Operon incorporates a built-in key management
system, which (by taking full advantage of TEE) removes the need
to trust and access additional key management services.
4.2.1 Key hierarchy. Similar to prior systems [2, 36], Operon adopts
a two-layer key hierarchy: the lower layer data encryption key
(DEK) encrypts data, and the upper layer master encryption key
(MEK) further encrypts the DEKs. The benefit of a two-layer key
hierarchy is twofold: it reduces the key management cost for DOs
and also enables fine-grained ciphertext management.
Figure 5 shows this key management system. Operon indexes
keys using various types of IDs, which are kept in key store tables
and cached within TEE. While the MEK ID is globally unique and
chosen randomly, the DEK ID and Cipher Context (CC) ID are
locally unique, and increased monotonically under a specified MEK
ID or a database instance, respectively. The cipher context performs
as a shorthand for the full cryptographic metadata (e.g., MEK ID and
DEK ID to retrieve the DEK, cryptography algorithm), making it
sufficient to include only CC ID in cipher header. By default, Operon
associates a unique DEK for each encrypted table column, while
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also allowing the DO to specify different granularities (i.e., from
table cell to database level). Due to the ambiguity of CC ID when
migrating data among instances, Operon will reallocate CC IDs to
the targeting instance and update cipher headers accordingly.
The security of the above design roots in the hardware-dependent
sealing that is used to encrypt the MEK, which is secure according
to the design of TEE. The security of the MEK provision, the DEK
transfer from DO to the enclave, and the append-only key rotation,
are analyzed in Section 5.1.
4.2.2 Cipher format. Operon adopts a compact cipher format. To
reduce ciphertext expansion, Operon uses CC ID to index cryptographic metadata instead of including them explicitly, which
typically saves over 16 bytes. Apart from the CC ID (e.g., 452 in
Figure 5), the cipher header also includes a checksum (e.g., CKS) and
a data type (e.g., INT) fields. They are used to protect the ciphertext
from unintentional corruption or misoperation, and guide the type
system (Section 4.4) to decide the function overload, respectively.

Stateless Computation

The enclave inherently requires some state information to process
ciphertext (e.g., keys, interaction with callers), and this limits its
usability. To address this, Operon provides stateless computation inside the computation module, which facilitates rich features, such as
connection pool and parallel processing. The stateless computation
permits cipher operations to be invoked like those over plaintext.
Recall that the ECall parameters and ciphertexts contain sufficient
metadata to perform corresponding operations. This makes the
computation module be executed stateless naturally.
4.3.1 Failing-fast. The first step of making the computation module stateless is to eliminate stateful context-dependent operations.
Although the computation module already operates without nested
interactions, the enclave isolation still makes error handling challenging. For example, when the result buffer overflows, as the scheduler cannot access the memory allocated by the computation module, the computation module should switch to the scheduler to
reallocate the buffer. Such context switches not only complicate
the design, but also increase the attacking surface. Thus, instead
of handling errors inside the enclave, Operon lets the computation
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Figure 5: The Operon key management system. The three
tables are internal database tables with specific fields (i.e.,
“Sealed MEK” and “Encrypted DEK”) being encrypted. The two
caches are of plaintext form in the enclave.
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Figure 6: The Operon’s lattice of encrypted types. The box
below each type name examples several operation overrides.
module fail fast and carry out necessary exception messages as
if the enclave is not isolated. To throw exceptions with arbitrary
messages, Operon allocates a message buffer in the scheduler before
ECall. When the buffer itself overflows, the computation module
will utilize the same mechanism and fill the buffer with a fixedlength buffer doubling exception. Receiving the exception message,
the scheduler is responsible for handling the exception and retrying
with new parameters (e.g., with a larger result buffer).
4.3.2 Caching soft-states. A fully stateless computation module
requires the scheduler to prepare all the necessary information for
each possible operation, including the keys and BCL rules. Supporting such a fully stateless computation will result in a high
overhead as the enclave is only used for primitive-level operations
here. Instead, Operon keeps caches (Section 4.2), and makes them
cache soft-states inside the enclave. The soft-state is widely used in
the domain of network protocol [14]. Different from the hard-state
that is being maintained carefully, the use of soft-state improves
efficiency, but is not necessary for computation. These soft-states
can be discarded or generated as will. In Operon, all the states in the
enclave, including keys and BCL rules, are soft-states. When cache
access misses, Operon loads the cache by throwing an exception.
4.3.3 Connection pool and parallel processing. The stateless mode
decouples the database connection from secrets (i.e., keys and BCL
rules) and operations. Although running in separate contexts, different computation module instances still execute the same binary
on the same hardware platform, which generates the same sealing
key (Section 2.1). Thus, any computation module instance is able to
fetch and unseal a required MEK when it fails to find it in its cache.
This allows the dynamic launch of computation module instances.
The stateless computation also enables connection pools and
parallel processing. After a DO provisions its MEK to Operon, the
subsequent connections created by the connection pool can obtain the MEK by unsealing corresponding table entry. Similarly, as
parallel processing is helpful for long-running queries, Operon can
inherit parallel capabilities from the integrated database easily.

4.4

Operon Type System

Conventional databases rely on a combination of implicit type conversions, default rules, priorities, etc., to evaluate mixed expressions
of different data types [18, 31]. Supporting mixed type expressions
not only improves ease of use, but is also necessary to support
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Figure 7: Illustration of the Operon B-tree index search on
floating-point-typed column with the ORE acceleration.
various queries. For example, the aggregation operation usually
returns a data type with higher precision than its operands (e.g.,
the result of performing sum over integers is a long value). If the
database only accepts operations among exactly matched types,
writing a valid expression while ensuring the type correctness of
each operand will become extremely complicated.
Operon proposes a type system that is specially designed for encrypted types. The implicit type cast has two main drawbacks when
applying to encrypted types: firstly, each type cast operation introduces an ECall cost; and secondly, the type cast leaks information
on failure. Different from conventional databases, Operon explicitly
specifies all the possible function signature overrides according
to its type system. At its core, the type system uses a lattice of
encrypted types, as shown in Figure 6. The line represents the transitive relation of “greater than” (e.g., enc_float4 < enc_decimal).
Note that the greatest element of the lattice is enc_text', which is
introduced to avoid loops between enc_text and other types. The
operation set of enc_text' is the same as that of enc_text.
When matching function signatures, the type system first finds
the least upper bound enc_m of argument types. Then, starting
from the enc_m, the type system returns the matched type if it finds
a registered signature; otherwise, it repeats by checking the least
type enc_m' that satisfies enc_m < enc_m'. Finally, if the check of
the greatest element enc_text' remains unmatched, the matching process fails. For example, enc_int4 < enc_text matches at
enc_decimal, while enc_int4 || enc_text matches at enc_text'.
Operon implements the above type system by converting the
lattice to its topological order. For 𝑛 arguments and 𝑚 encrypted
types, the overhead of matching the function signature is O (𝑛𝑚).
The type system is also extensible: adding a new encrypted type
only requires updating the lattice and its topological order.

4.5

Indexing

Due to the cost of ECall and cryptographic primitives, the overheads
of ciphertext operations are much higher than plaintext operations,
making the index way more important for Operon than for conventional databases. Existing encrypted databases leverage the original
database index by using ciphertext operations to directly build indexes on ciphertexts [2]. This approach applies well to the hash
index, where an index look-up only involves a single ECall to get
the hash value of the condition, and a few ECalls to compare slot
entries with the condition. However, for the tree-based index, each
node requires multiple ciphertext comparison measures against a
set of keys, which degrades the performance significantly.
Operon improves the tree-based index performance by replacing the ECall-based comparison measure with the ECall-less orderrevealing encryption (ORE) measure. To achieve this, Operon adopts
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an extended version of the CLWW ORE algorithm [13]. The original CLWW takes a byte array as input, and uses special encryption
and comparison algorithms to preserve the order of ciphertexts.
Observing that the signed integer and floating-point numbers are
of fixed lengths, we flip specific plaintext bits before CLWW encryption, making the byte-order consistent with the represented
value. Figure 7 shows how Operon looks up a B-tree index.
Since the tree structure already leaks the order information,
introducing CLWW will not further compromise data ownership.
In fact, the use of ORE measures in tree-based indexes is similar to
the use of hash measures in hash indexes, where hash measures
also reduces ECalls. Note that Operon maintains a separate DEK
for each column, and hence the use of ORE measures on different
columns will not leak extra information beyond in-column orders.
Operon requires the DO to issue BCL for ORE measures before it
can create CLWW indexes.

4.6

Client-side SDK and OpeJDBC

Operon provides an Operon SDK for DO and DM to interact with a
database. The SDK implements client-side functionalities for key
management (Section 4.2), caches DEKs locally, encrypts data for a
query and decrypts ciphertext results as well. However, migrating
a legacy application to Operon using the SDK requires considerable
efforts from both the DO and DM. DO needs to specify correct
DEKs for thousands of tables, while DM needs to modify a huge
codebase to adjust data types and process ciphertext.
To this end, Operon provides OpeJDBC, which analyzes the query
statement and performs automatic data encryption/decryption by
calling the SDK. Note that OpeJDBC is designed for cases that the
DO also controls the caller applications’ run-time environments.
OpeJDBC uses the same interface as conventional JDBC, which
greatly reduces the migration overhead. OpeJDBC achieves automatic encryption and decryption through query analysis. On each
new query, OpeJDBC parses the query to an abstract syntax tree
(AST), acquires from the Operon server the function signatures and
table schema to label the AST, and replaces plaintexts with corresponding ciphertexts if necessary. Similar to the SDK, OpeJDBC also
caches query analysis results and metadata to improve efficiency.

5

SECURITY & PRIVACY ANALYSIS

Here we discuss the overall security and privacy of Operon from a
system perspective and further explain some of our design choices.

5.1

Key-related Security

With the carefully designed key hierarchy and its management
system, the key-related security aspect are mainly the following:
5.1.1 MEK provision. The security of this process is guaranteed
through the RA process between the DO and the TEE that validates
the enclave’s authenticity. The DO then encrypts the MEK using the
enclave’s public key and sends it to the server side. This encrypted
MEK can only be decrypted (and cached) within the enclave.
5.1.2 DEK rotation. Standard key rotation technique applies here.
However, we stress that deprecated DEKs are not erased. As data
may get encrypted/decrypted at and copied to various locations
at various times, maintaining those deprecated keys are vital to

Table 2: Operon Cipher Operations & Privacy Leakage
Operand Type

Primitive

Operation

Return Type

Leakage

enc_{int,float,decimal}3

+, −, ×, ÷, %, EXP

enc_{int,float,decimal}

SUM, AVG, MIN, MAX

enc_text

SUBSTRING, ∥

enc_timestamp

EXTRACT_YEAR

enc_bool

NOT,AND,OR

enc_{int,float,decimal,text,timestamp}

=, ≠, >, <, ≥, ≤

enc_text

LIKE

enc_{int,float,decimal,text,timestamp}
All encrypted types

HASH
COUNT

Operator
Measure
Operator
Measure
Operator
Measure
Operator
Measure
Operator
Measure
Operator
Measure
Operator
Measure
Measure
Measure

enc_{int,float,decimal}
int,float,decimal
enc_{int,float,decimal}
int,float,decimal
enc_text
string
enc_int
int
enc_bool
bool
enc_bool
bool
enc_bool
bool
bytes
int

None.
Arithmetic operation result.
None.
Aggregation result.
None.
String manipulation result.
None.
Year of the timestamp.
None.
Boolean operation result.
None.
Operands order.
None.
String match result.
Hashed value.
Number of input items.

3

For simplicity, we omit size suffixes (i.e., 4 and 8) of int and float data types.

avoid complicated consistency problems. The security of DEKs,
even those deprecated ones, is protected through MEK encryption.
Key rotation is vulnerable to rollback attacks, same as all systems
that support this functionality. Operon adopts classical approaches
(e.g., client-side or trusted counter [44]) to solve the freshness issue.

5.2

BCL Security

When multiple users and their data are involved in a specific workload, Operon requires both the issuer and subject to sign the BCL
(i.e., the subject must be aware of being granted with certain capabilities), to prevent potential forged BCL attack that may result in
data leakage. Without such a dual-signature (i.e., only the issuer
signs the BCL), an adversary (e.g., a malicious DBA) could forge
data and DEKs, and grant a victim access to these DEKs by issuing a
BCL without alerting him. Subsequently, the adversary assumes the
role of the victim (DBA could easily do this), processes the queries,
and encrypts results using the forged DEKs over the victim’s data
(as the victim has been granted access to use these DEKs). In this
manner, it can obtain the processing results. Although the adversary DOES NOT have access to the victim’s data (i.e., no victim’s
DEK access), the leakage comes from the results of crafted query
(e.g., equality comparison) to infer the victim’s data.
For easy verification of the BCL signatures, the public key information and MEK IDs of system users are stored in a key pair table.
To further protect the integrity of the stored key information, it
is signed using TEE’s enclave-embedded private key. Users could
verify the signature to assure the authenticity of the public keys
used to generate the BCLs.

In Operon, most of the primitives, except COUNT and HASH, could be
used in both modes, and those in bold indicate the default setting
in Operon. The privacy consideration for not defining the operator version for COUNT is that this aggregation function is typically
applied after a filtering condition (e.g., comparisons and/or LIKE)
with a bool return value. This non-encrypted bool already leaks
the privacy of the comparison result, rendering an operator COUNT
meaningless. For HASH, the reason is straightforward: an encrypted
hash result defeats the purpose of using hash operation in the first
place, that is to make equality comparisons efficient compared to
throwing encrypted values into the enclave.
The leakage induced by measure inevitably degrades the overall
security strength. For example, a HASH measure leaks the hashed
values of plaintext data. In the event of a small plaintext domain, an
adversary may brute force the original value. A more complicated
attack may also apply to encrypted values if their relevant orders
are leaked through the compare measure, and subsequently recover
the plaintext value. However, these privacy leakage and induced
security degradation are not caused by the design of Operon, but
rather inherited from the use of various measures. The users could
still adhere to a high level of security, e.g., by disabling the hash
measure and putting encrypted values into enclave for comparison.
However, these approaches greatly degrade the overall performance
and system usability. Nevertheless, Operon provides a flexible design
that allows the users to configure according to their requirements
and guarantees the corresponding security and privacy level.

6
5.3

Privacy Leakage

Operon allows the users to choose a balance between the data
privacy and system usability, through the careful design and separation of primitives into either operator or measure as defined in
Section 3.1. Table 2 provides a (non-exhaustive) list of primitives
that are supported in Operon and their corresponding privacy leakage based on whether they are executed as operators or measures.
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APPLICATION

Operon preserves data ownership while compatible with conventional databases. In this section, we list several application scenarios
covering different stages of the software lifecycle, including development, deployment, operation, and maintenance.
Legacy application migration. Due to the lack of maintainers,
legacy but critical applications are inherently hard to migrate. Even
worse, since operating on encrypted data is essentially different

# omitted fields

# omitted fields

# omitted fields

id_id:
type:
a_src:
i_dek:
prep:
ops:

i_id:
s_id:
type:
a_src:
i_dek:
prep:
ops:

i_id:
s_id:
type:
a_src:
i_dek:
s_dek:
prep:
ops:

Granted Equality
Measure BCL to DBA

Granted Agg.
Operator BCL to DBA

<user-id>
GRANT
ISSU
[{-1,INF}]
NULL
[EQUAL_P, NE_P,
GT_P, GE_P,
LT_P, LE_P,
LIKE_P]
postp: NULL
r_dek: NULL

Default Operon
Measure BCL

<user-id>
<dba-id>
GRANT
ISSU
[{-1,INF}]

MASK_TAIL1
[EQUAL_P,
NE_P]
postp: NULL
r_dek: NULL

Table 3: SQL Templates of Sysbench Microbenchmark

<user-id>
<dba-id>
GRANT
ISSU
[{-1,INF}]
[{xx,yy}]
NULL
[SUM_C,
AVG_C]
postp: MASK_TAIL2
r_dek: SUBJ

Operation

SQL template

Point Query
Range Query
Update
Insert

SELECT
SELECT
UPDATE
INSERT
VALUES

= ?
BETWEEN ? AND ?
id = ?
pad)

Table 4: TEE-related Overheads on SGX and FPGA

Figure 8: An example of granting DBA diagnosis operations
using BCL. The DBA can only perform approximated equality measures and aggregation operators.

TEE
SGX
FPGA

from that on plaintext data, existing encrypted databases introduce limited operations and non-standard interfaces, which typically require modifying or even refactoring to migrate. Operon
provides applications with OpeJDBC (Section 4.6), which complies
with standard JDBC interfaces. OpeJDBC automatically encrypts
input plaintext data before querying and decrypt ciphertext results
transparently. The application only needs to replace the original
JDBC driver with OpeJDBC and embed MEK into the connection
info. Typically, this only involves several lines of modification (in
configuration file), easing the migration of legacy applications.
Data-centric application deployment. In data-centric applications,
data protection is crucial for data-driven decision-making. However,
for an external offline deployment of such an application, data has
to be shipped together, and hence a malicious user may be able
to steal the data by, e.g., diskcopy or memory dump. In Operon,
as data is always encrypted outside the enclave both at rest and
on the fly, even a veteran attacker can learn nothing from either
database storage or runtime memory, which is guaranteed by TEE.
Combined with the BCL to restrict the allowed actions during user’s
joint analysis, DO and ISV can ensure that the ownership of the
shipped data will not be compromised.
Database diagnosis. Database administrator usually needs to locate problems based on specific inputs and outputs. However, as
existing encrypted databases strictly prevent anyone except the
owner to access the data, diagnosis on those databases is difficult
or even impossible. By using Operon’s ownership-preserving functionality regulated by BCL, the data owner can grant the DBA the
permission to access desensitized data. The benefits are three-fold:
1) the DBA can perform SQL queries, observe results, and locate
problems just like on normal database; 2) the doubly-signed BCL
enables the owner to clearly know what the DBA might learn from
the data; and 3) as the data are dynamically desensitized, the owner
can specify proper desensitization rules based on the data security
level and minimum requirements of the DBA. Figure 8 shows an
BCL example of granting DBA diagnosis operations.

EVALUATION

We evaluate Operon using both micro- and macro-benchmarks:
Sysbench [40] and OLTP-Bench [23] (containing benchmarks for
TPC-C [21] and SmallBank[1]). Operon has been implemented on
two TEE platforms: Intel SGX and an FPGA-based TEE developed
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Time
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Time
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39 µs
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1.0%

1.8 µs
24 µs

33%
36%

by Alibaba Cloud (denoted as FPGA hereafter). We evaluate and
compare both of them.

7.1

Setup

7.1.1 Hardware specification. We run the evaluations on a clientserver setup. For the SGX version of Operon, we use ApsaraDB RDS
for PostgreSQL (with Operon feature [16]) of pg.x8t.3xlarge.2c
instance type (24 vCPU, 192 GB of memory and one 2TB PL1 ESSD,
cloud SSD with maximum IOPS of 50K) as the database server
and an ECS instance with the type of ecs.c7.4xlarge (16 vCPU,
32 GB of memory and one 40 GB ESSD) as the client server where
benchmarks are deployed and executed. All these resources are
available in the Alibaba Cloud.
For the FPGA version, we use two servers of the same specification (16 vCPU, 32 GB of memory and one 40 GB ESSD) for the
database server and client, except that the server is equipped with
the FPGA card (containing two soft RISC-V IP cores running at
180 MHz and a cryptography algorithm acceleration logic).
7.1.2 Benchmark configuration. We use Sysbench to evaluate the
performance of Operon for point and range look-up queries, updates
and inserts. Table 3 shows the detailed test SQL templates. We use
Sysbench to load 32 tables, each containing a million records. All
columns in these 32 tables are encrypted when we evaluate Operon.
We use OLTP-Bench [23] to run the TPC-C and SmallBank benchmarks on Operon. To achieve peak performance, we run the benchmark on four client instances at the same time with 128 client
drivers. We use 256 warehouses for TPC-C, 8 million accounts for
SmallBank. In TPC-C and SmallBank, we do not encrypt the ID
columns which are non-sensitive sequence numbers.
We evaluate the version of Operon with PostgreSQL 13 [32]. If
not otherwise specified, Operon is configured to use the randomized
AES-CBC [25] mode for data encryption in all tests.

7.2
7

c FROM sbtest WHERE id
c FROM sbtest WHERE id
sbtest SET c = ? WHERE
INTO sbtest (id, k, c,
(?, ?, ?, ?)

Microbenchmark

7.2.1 TEE implementations. We run the OLTP_read_write benchmark of Sysbench to evaluate the overhead of TEE-related operations in Operon (i.e., enclave initialization, ECall, encryption, and
decryption). Table 4 shows the time consumption of a single operation and the percentage of the corresponding operation’s total time
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Figure 9: Normalized index performance using Sysbench with varying number of client threads.
consumption in the OLTP_read_write Sysbench test. We can see
that ECall and decryption take most of the execution time on both
platforms, as the benchmark contains many comparisons. Each
comparison needs to trigger ECall and perform data decryption
within the enclave. The FPGA implementation has a similar breakdown at a slower execution, compared with Intel SGX. In the rest
of this paper, we only report results achieved on the SGX platform.
7.2.2 Index performance. We evaluate the overall throughput of
queries on encrypted records using indexes with and without ORE
acceleration (Section 4.5), denoted as ORE- and CMP-measure. Figure 9 shows the throughput achieved with an increasing number
of client threads, normalized to those of querying plaintext records
using plaintext indexes. Figure 9b shows that using ciphertext as index entry without the ORE acceleration introduces high overheads
(73.4% slower than the plaintext index). With the ORE acceleration,
Operon achieves similar throughputs with those of the plaintext
index (84.5% and 96.7% for point and range queries, respectively).
ORE also improves the throughputs of update and insert (Figure 9c
and 9d), as both these operations involve comparisons in the index.

7.3

Macrobenchmarks

Since TEE-related overheads introduced by the encrypted database can not be easily ignored, existing works (e.g., AE [2], EnclaveDB [53], and StealthDB [62]) show that the encrypted databases
they built incur about 30% - 70% penalty to the unencrypted ones,
and the penalty usually increases as the proportion of encrypted
data increases. In this test, we evaluate Operon by using two different encryption settings in the TPC-C workloads to show the impact
of different encrypted column settings. We first adopt the same
setting as AE’s evaluation [2] (denoted as 6-Col), i.e., encrypting
name columns (i.e., C_FIRST and C_LAST) and address columns (i.e.,
C_STREET_1, C_STREET_2, C_CITY, and C_STATE) of the Customer
table. We further encrypt all 58 columns except the ID columns
(denoted as 58-Col) as a comparison. RND and DET encryptions
are used in the evaluation.
Figure 10a-10c show the results of the TPC-C benchmark, normalized to the plaintext TPC-C baseline achieved in the same database
setup. For the 6-Col setting, we can see that the performance of
Operon with various warehouses and terminals are on par with
the plaintext TPC-C results. Specifically, Operon with RND encryption achieves up to 97.7% and 97.9% throughput with different
warehouses and different terminals, respectively. Only the Payment
and Order Status transactions (account for 43% and 4% in the
workload, respectively) involve operations on the six encrypted
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columns, which have limited performance impact in this configuration. Hence, the performance penalty is negligible. For the 58-Col
setting, Operon with RND encryption achieves up to 71.0% and 72.4%
performance of the plaintext TPC-C benchmark. The performance
of RND encryption is similar to DET encryption.
Figure 10c shows the throughputs of the five transactions in
TPC-C. Only the Payment and Order Status transactions contain
the encryption operations when we test using the 6-Col setting,
and Operon achieves 86.3% and 59.1% throughput compared with
the plaintext TPC-C in these two transactions, respectively. For the
58-Col setting, we find that the performance penalty is negligible
for the Delivery transaction, while the penalty increases by more
than 70% for the Order Status and Stock Level transactions. The
former contains complex update and query SQLs with two client
encryption operations, thus the encryption overhead is negligible
compared with the transaction overhead. The latter only contains
simple query SQLs, increasing the proportion of the encryption
overhead significantly and making the overall performance sensitive to the number of columns encrypted.
Figure 10d-10f present the results of the SmallBank benchmark.
Since each table of SmallBank only contains two columns, we
only encrypt the non-ID column. While using the RND encryption,
Operon achieves more than 53.9% and 50.8% throughput compared
with the original plaintext SmallBank with different accounts and
terminals settings, respectively. Note that the transactions of SmallBank are mainly composed of simple select SQLs, which leads to
the performance of Operon on SmallBank to be similar to that under
point query mentioned above (i.e., the CMP-measure of Figure 9a).
Figure 10f shows the performance with various transaction types.
For clarity, we use “AM”, “BA”, “DC”, “SP”, “TC”, “WC” to denote the
transaction names of Amalgamate, Balance, Deposit Checking,
Send Payment, Transact Savings, Write Check, respectively.
Operon is 34.9% - 89.0% as fast as the plaintext result.

8

RELATED WORK

Privacy protection against databases. Data privacy has been
considered a “particularly vital problem” since the Database-as-aService (DBaaS) model was proposed [34]. Observing much of the
data processing can be done on ciphertexts, Hacigümüş et al. made
the first attempt to address the issue of data privacy in relational
databases. They use the DBaaS model to characterize the user and
the service provider [33]. In the following two decades, the above
model forms the basis for encrypted databases [2, 4, 28, 58, 62].
To address recent changes discussed in Section 1, we extend the
DBaaS model to an OPDB model that categorizes more roles in
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Figure 10: Normalized TPC-C and SmallBank performance.
real applications. Therefore, data owners can not only protect data
privacy against database hosts, but also control data accessibility
and behavior throughout the entire application path.
Encrypted databases with TEEs. Earlier attempts on building
encrypted databases, such as TrustedDB [7] and Cipherbase [4]
use TEEs connected on PCI-X or PCIe. Although the appearance
of CPU-embedded TEE (e.g., Intel SGX) has greatly improved the
performance, we found that PCIe-connected TEEs with physical
resource isolation still have their application scenarios. Using more
enclave resources, Haven [8] and EdgelessDB [30] explore a straightforward approach to utilize TEE to protect the whole database system. However, due to the difficulty of restricting DBA permissions,
they add only limited security enhancement than traditional transparent data encryption (TDE). SQL Server Always Encrypted [2]
and StealthDB [62] puts ciphertext operations into the enclave,
which is somehow similar to what Operon does. SQL Server AE
supports comparison and string pattern matching operations that
return boolean results in plaintext (similar to measures in Operon).
StealthDB provides various encrypted types and operations on PostgreSQL [62], but it needs the client to encrypt the plain SQL as a
whole. EnclaveDB [53] puts the entire query engine in an enclave
to achieve stronger security protection (e.g., integrity and freshness), but it also needs the client to be fully trusted. In summary,
most TEE-based encrypted databases assume a trusted client that
can touch plaintext of sensitive data. Operon solves this issue by
categorizing more types of roles (i.e., DO/DM/DP).
Encrypted databases with PPEs. Property-preserving encryption (PPE) is an alternative building block for encrypted databases.
They support a subset of ciphertext operations at the various cost
of computation complexity or information leakage [13, 29, 49, 55].
Symmetria [54] presents two symmetric homomorphic encryption schemes for efficient addition and multiplication, respectively.
CryptDB [52] achieves a good balance between information leakage
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and functionality with the SQL-aware encryption strategy. Arx [51]
introduces ArxRange and ArxEq primitives that achieve semantic
security. MONOMI [58] and KafeDB [64] further improve functionality by splitting execution between server and client, following
DBaaS paradigm [33]. However, they all assume a trusted proxy or
client front, which is difficult to fulfill in real applications.

9

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose the paradigm of ownership-preserving
database (OPDB), which characterizes the demand of nowadays
applications for decoupling data ownership and system ownership
throughout complex business processes. We present Operon, an
encrypted database framework that utilizes TEE to protect sensitive data and follows the OPDB paradigm. In particular, Operon
implements the behavior control list (BCL) to preserve the data
ownership by taking the operation behavior into consideration. To
reduce the overhead of migrating legacy applications, Operon also
enables conventional database functionalities including connection
pool, mixed-type expressions, client driver, etc. The current implementation of Operon supports different TEEs and database products
on Alibaba Cloud, and achieves 71% - 97% of the performance of
plaintext databases under the TPC-C benchmark. As a database enhancement, Operon has served several customers in both cloud and
on-premise deployment to protect their sensitive data in application
subsystems and databases controlled by others.
Operon is still being improved from various aspects. One ongoing
work is to utilize both system-level and cryptographic optimizations to reduce the ciphertext operation overhead. We also face the
challenge of query optimization that adapts to different databases
and TEE implementations. Other improvements include extending Operon with various access control models, index information
leakage reduction, built-in ownership risk analysis tool, etc.
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